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Invitation

Dear ladies - enthusiasts of Volleyball, as you might have heared this time the
European Lesbian Volleyball Tournament (EuLeVoTo) takes place in Warsaw,
Poland.
The crest of Warsaw is a mermaid - a woman body with the tail of a fish
and at the same time the symbol of our tournament.
The games will be held during Eastern holiday: 22-25th April 2011. So no
crowded city, first signs of spring and good mood are to expect.
Poland is still learning the tolerance and acceptance for diversity. The
process is slow and strenuous, but Poles are succesfull and you can see
it in Warsaw.
We're looking forward to see you!

Program (preliminary)
22.04
23.04
24.04
24.04
25.04

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday
Monday

-

registration from 18:00 to 22:00
first day of tournament from 09:00 to 18:00
second day of tournament from 09:00 to 17:00
party from 22:00
brunch from 11:00 to 14:00

Registration
The registration has already started and is open until February 20th, 2011.
Teams can register for 5 levels (A, B+, B-, C+ and C-) with A = competition;
B = advanced; C= recreational. Capacity: 34 teams (all levels together).
Registration start:

25.11.2010

Registration deadline:

20.02.2011

Payment deadline:

05.03.2011

You can download the registration form at:
http://www.eulevoto.net/uploads/media/registrationELVT2011_04.xls

Fees
Players can choose from two packages:
• standard package (€ 55) - includes sports, party, 2x lunch, goodie bag
• all in package (€ 65) - includes standard package plus brunch
Companions can choose also from two packages:
• standard package (€ 35) - includes party, 2x lunch, goodie bag
• all in package (€ 45) - includes standard package plus brunch

Accomodation
The hotel chain, IBIS has prepared an offer for the participants of
Easter Tournament from 22.04.2011 to 25.04.2011.
Click http://www.eulevoto.net/267.0.html?&L=0 to learn more
about this attractive offer.

Contact / Question
For all questions and communications, please write to us at:
eulevoto2011@gmail.com.

